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Stok Kangri – 6123m

EXPEDITION OVERVIEW
Flying into Leh, the capital of Ladakh, the shapely peak of Stok Kangri is the most prominent and highest mountain visible. The
region of Ladakh is a truly inspirational destination which was only opened to foreigners a few years ago. After a couple of days
exploring the local Buddhist Gompas we acclimatise by following the remote Markha Valley trail through spectacular mountains
and fascinating villages before taking a unique high level route to Stok Kangri’s base camp.  Our campsites are set amongst the
aromatic shrubs and wild roses and you may see the agile native blue sheep or rare snow leopard camouflaged against the bare
mountains.  The ascent of Stok Kangri is both challenging and interesting, yet it is technically straightforward and an ideal
objective for a first Himalayan peak. An early morning start will see us across an impressive glacier before easy scrambling
across rock and snow slopes leads to the final narrow ridge to an elegant summit. A clear day provides spectacular and far
reaching views across Ladakh and the Indus towards Tibet and the great mountains of the eastern Karakoram. This is a
wonderfully varied trip where the people of Ladakh and their unique culture give a unique feel to a stunning trek and mountain.

Participation Statement
Adventure Peaks recognises that climbing, hill walking and mountaineering are activities with a danger of personalinjury or
death. Participants in these activities should be aware of and accept these risks and be responsible for their own actions and
involvement.

Adventure Travel – Accuracy of Itinerary
Although it is our intention to operate this itinerary as printed, it may be necessary to make some changes as a result of flight
schedules, climatic conditions, limitations of infrastructure or other operational factors. As a consequence, the order or location
of overnight stops and the duration of the day may vary from those outlined. You should be aware that some events are beyond
our control and we would ask for your patience.
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PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE/FITNESS
The climb up Stok Kangri is non-technical involving crossing
a glacier, some easy scrambling and ascent of a final narrow
easy angled ridge to the summit. It is suitable for hill walkers
with little or no previous winter mountaineering experience
although time spent with ice-axe and crampons in the past
will be helpful.

Although the ascent of Stok Kangri is not technically difficult
it can be quite tiring on summit day as you move from 5700m
at high camp to the 6123m summit. You should make sure
you are fit and used to longer days. The trek in to Stok Kangri
is not so demanding although some days you will be trekking
between 4 to 6 hours.

GROUP AND LEADERS
A fully qualified UK leader will accompany all groups of six
or more passengers. He/she will be assisted by an experienced
Indian leader. Smaller or private groups will be led by an
English speaking Indian guide.

A TYPICAL TREKKING DAY
Trekking days usually start between 6 and 7am (not a
problem as it’s usual to go to bed very early!). As you get up,
it’s easy enough to pack all your overnight gear into a kit bag
before enjoying a hearty breakfast. Your tents will be packed
away for you by the local staff and the porters will arrange
their loads and get a head start. Leaving camp whilst it is still
fairly cool the pace on the trek will be leisurely with plenty of
time to enjoy the scenery, take photos, chat to the locals and
keep hydrated.  Lunch is usually in a fine spot by the side of
the trail and cooked by the catering team for you. Again a
pleasant relaxed affair that will help your acclimatisation
programme.  Another couple of hours trekking after lunch
and, most days, you will be arriving at camp, already set up
by the local staff.  After tea and biscuits this leaves an hour or
so to either rest or explore around the camp before a fine three
course evening meal.

WEATHER
The best time to climb Stok Kangri is July to the end of
August. The weather is usually very fair, dry and stable.
Daytime temperatures can be quite warm in the valleys
(30C+) whilst cool to very cold (especially with wind chill)
high on Stok Kangri. Night time temperatures are cold
(possibly as low as minus 10C) and you should make sure
you have a warm (at least 4-season) sleeping bag. A down
jacket and good quality mitts are highly recommended.

WHAT TO CARRY
On the trek you should aim to carry a very light rucksack.  A
35l sack is ideal and this should contain 1-2L of water,

waterproofs, a spare warm layer, camera, mini first aid kit,
sun hat, sun cream, sunglasses and a warm hat and gloves.
The rest of your gear can go in your kit bag and/or larger
rucksack to be carried by the ponies.

CATERING ARRANGEMENTS
Food on the trek is excellent and designed to stimulate your
appetite and keep you going despite frequent altitude induced
loss of appetite.  Breakfast can include porridge and cereal
followed by eggs (fried, boiled poached or omelettes) and
either bread or chapattis with jam, honey, peanut butter etc.
A sample lunch may include a hot meal which may include
some of the following: chips, rice, lentils, vegetables, salad,
sandwiches, beans, tinned fish and tinned meat.  Dessert is
usually fresh or tinned fruit and tea.  The evening meal
always starts with soup (often with a healthy dose of garlic to
aid acclimatisation) accompanied by poppadums, popcorn or
prawn crackers.  The main meal varies from local style – Dal
Bhat (rice and lentils with an onion and vegetable sauce), yak
stew, momos etc. to western style – yak burgers, chips, pasta,
even pizza!  Desserts are equally appealing and include apple
pie, cake, custard, etc.  You will not be hungry!

ACCOMMODATION
In Delhi we use a good clean 3* hotel. In Leh you will be in a
good tourist class hotel within walking distance of the town
centre. On trek you will be in two-person tents. Toilet tents,
or ‘long drop’ loos, are provided at camps. Warm washing
water will be supplied.

LANGUAGE AND TIME
Language: Ladakhi is the official language of Ladakh, but
English is widely spoken.
Time: GMT+5hr30 No daylight saving time at present.

HEALTH
All our UK leaders hold first aid certificates and carry a fully
equipped first aid kit for medical emergencies.  However you
should bring your own supplies of plasters, blister prevention
pads (Compeed), Paracetamol etc. and any medication you
are taking. Contact your GP around eight weeks before your
trip to check whether you need any vaccinations or other
preventive measures. Country specific information and advice
is published by the National Travel Health Network and
Centre, and useful information about healthcare abroad,
including a country-by-country guide of reciprocal health care
agreements with the UK, is available from NHS Choices. Tap
or stream water should never be drunk without first sterilizing
with chlorine dioxide tablets or by boiling.

INSURANCE
Insurance which covers mountain rescue, evacuation and
medical expenses is essential. You should note there are no
official mountain rescue services in Ladakh and that any
evacuation in the event of a serious medical emergency to the
nearest hospital may well be by land and not by helicopter.
We will require a copy of your insurance prior to departure.
Please also ensure your insurance covers you for
mountaineering above 6000m (some will exclude this option).

ALTITUDE
If you are new to altitude you may have concerns about the
effects of altitude.  Don’t worry, our itineraries generally
allow sufficient time to acclimatize.  At worst you may
experience a headache or a little breathlessness, the best way
to avoid such symptoms  is to do everything slowly, walk at a
gentle steady pace and drink plenty of fluid. Should you be
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the exception, we can allow you to stay an extra night at a
lower level and follow with one of our local guides.

USEFUL TIPS
Just in case your main luggage goes missing en route, it is a
good idea to wear your boots on the plane. Most other things
can be replaced but comfortable, well worn-in boots
cannot.Pack important items in strong plastic bags.

EQUIPMENT
A detailed equipment list is provided on booking. Specialist
items such as sleeping bags and down jackets can be hired
from us. For equipment purchases Adventure Peaks offers a
15% discount off the RRP from their shop in Ambleside or
online.

BAGGAGE
For your own comfort travel light. Normally airlines restrict
baggage to 23kg, but on long haul flights it is often higher.
On trek the weight for pack animals or porters should be kept
to 15kg - you will be wearing or carrying the rest! Some items
can be left at the hotel in Leh for your return.

VISAS AND PERMITS
A visa is required for most nationalities which should be
obtained in advance. Visa requirements for all destinations
can be found at www.cibtvisas.co.uk. You can either use their
services to obtain your visa, or apply direct to the country’s
consulate or embassy. Your passport should be valid for at
least six months after your expected return date.
Permits for Stok Kangri will be purchased for you in advance.

LOCAL COSTS
All accommodation and most meals are included; please see
the itinerary page for full details. Additional costs are
generally drinks or snacks outside of mealtimes, tips for local
staff and taxis between the airport and the first and last hotel.

CURRENCY
The currency in India is the Rupee (INR). ATMs and change
bureaux are available in the arrivals hall at Delhi airport and
in Delhi itself. There are ATM’s and change bureaus in Leh
as well. Rupees can also be obtained in advance in the UK.
We advise you NOT to rely on getting all your money from
ATM’s – take some sterling cash with you as well. Please
ensure you have a good supply of small denomination rupee
notes.

TIPS / STAFF BONUSES
Tipping is an accepted part of life in India. We generally tip
our local staff as a whole and would recommend around
UIS$100 per person. Further details will be given in your
final letter
Tipping at meals and in hotels is normal practice – 5 to 10%S

ADVENTURE PEAKS KITBAG
All Adventure Peaks clients who reside in the UK will receive
a FREE kitbag for any treks outside the UK. The bag will be
posted to you approx. 3 weeks prior to your departure. If you
have travelled with us before and already have an Adventure
Peaks kitbag, or reside outside the UK, we will send you a
lightweight AP branded fleece.

DELHI AND TAJ MAHAL EXTENSION
You are welcome to extend your expedition to include a 2 or
3day cultural tour of the sights and sounds of Jaipur, Delhi
and Agra, home of the Taj Mahal. Our local and
knowledgeable guides will also help you explore the
fascinating Fatehpur Sikri (or Deserted City) and Agra’s Red
Fort. Please contact us for details.

FLIGHTS AND JOINING ARRANGEMENTS
Within the published ‘With UK flight’ price of your trip is an
element we have allowed to cover the cost of flights, which is
the difference between the ‘Land Only’ and the ‘With UK
flights’ prices. This element is for a changeable, economy
ticket on flights between LONDON and Delhi, using an
airline that, in our experience, offers the best combination of
cost, routing, flexibility and baggage allowance. It is stated in
good faith and is based on research and costs in previous
years, but is subject to change. The domestic flights between
Delhi and Leh are included as part of the Land Only price.

Clients who have booked a flight inclusive package will be
met on arrival and transferred to the first hotel. If you have
booked your own flights you need to make your way to the
rendezvous shown below. If your arrival time is close to the
group flights, then we will be happy for you to share our
transport.

The rendezvous for this trip is the ARRIVALS HALL AT
DELHI AIRPORT mid-morning on Day 2, or the hotel in
Delhi if you arrive separately.

Return flights can be booked to depart anytime on Day 20, or
later if you wish to extend your stay.

PLEASE ENSURE YOU DO NOT PURCHASE YOUR
INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL (FLIGHTS OR OTHER)
UNTIL WE HAVE GUARANTEED YOUR TRIP IS
RUNNING.
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Delhi and Leh are included as part of the Land Only price.

Clients who have booked a flight inclusive package will be
met on arrival and transferred to the first hotel. If you have
booked your own flights you need to make your way to the
rendezvous shown below. If your arrival time is close to the
group flights, then we will be happy for you to share our
transport.

The rendezvous for this trip is the ARRIVALS HALL AT
DELHI AIRPORT mid-morning on Day 2, or the hotel in
Delhi if you arrive separately.

Return flights can be booked to depart anytime on Day 20, or
later if you wish to extend your stay.

PLEASE ENSURE YOU DO NOT PURCHASE YOUR
INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL (FLIGHTS OR OTHER)
UNTIL WE HAVE GUARANTEED YOUR TRIP IS
RUNNING.

101 Lake Road, Ambleside, Cumbria, LA22 0DB   Telephone:  01539 433794
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the exception, we can allow you to stay an extra night at a
lower level and follow with one of our local guides.

USEFUL TIPS
Just in case your main luggage goes missing en route, it is a
good idea to wear your boots on the plane. Most other things
can be replaced but comfortable, well worn-in boots
cannot.Pack important items in strong plastic bags.

EQUIPMENT
A detailed equipment list is provided on booking. Specialist
items such as sleeping bags and down jackets can be hired
from us. For equipment purchases Adventure Peaks offers a
15% discount off the RRP from their shop in Ambleside or
online.

BAGGAGE
For your own comfort travel light. Normally airlines restrict
baggage to 23kg, but on long haul flights it is often higher.
On trek the weight for pack animals or porters should be kept
to 15kg - you will be wearing or carrying the rest! Some items
can be left at the hotel in Leh for your return.

VISAS AND PERMITS
A visa is required for most nationalities which should be
obtained in advance. Visa requirements for all destinations
can be found at www.cibtvisas.co.uk. You can either use their
services to obtain your visa, or apply direct to the country’s
consulate or embassy. Your passport should be valid for at
least six months after your expected return date.
Permits for Stok Kangri will be purchased for you in advance.

LOCAL COSTS
All accommodation and most meals are included; please see
the itinerary page for full details. Additional costs are
generally drinks or snacks outside of mealtimes, tips for local
staff and taxis between the airport and the first and last hotel.

CURRENCY
The currency in India is the Rupee (INR). ATMs and change
bureaux are available in the arrivals hall at Delhi airport and
in Delhi itself. There are ATM’s and change bureaus in Leh
as well. Rupees can also be obtained in advance in the UK.
We advise you NOT to rely on getting all your money from
ATM’s – take some sterling cash with you as well. Please
ensure you have a good supply of small denomination rupee
notes.

TIPS / STAFF BONUSES
Tipping is an accepted part of life in India. We generally tip
our local staff as a whole and would recommend around
UIS$100 per person. Further details will be given in your
final letter
Tipping at meals and in hotels is normal practice – 5 to 10%S

ADVENTURE PEAKS KITBAG
All Adventure Peaks clients who reside in the UK will receive
a FREE kitbag for any treks outside the UK. The bag will be
posted to you approx. 3 weeks prior to your departure. If you
have travelled with us before and already have an Adventure
Peaks kitbag, or reside outside the UK, we will send you a
lightweight AP branded fleece.

DELHI AND TAJ MAHAL EXTENSION
You are welcome to extend your expedition to include a 2 or
3day cultural tour of the sights and sounds of Jaipur, Delhi
and Agra, home of the Taj Mahal. Our local and
knowledgeable guides will also help you explore the
fascinating Fatehpur Sikri (or Deserted City) and Agra’s Red
Fort. Please contact us for details.

FLIGHTS AND JOINING ARRANGEMENTS
Within the published ‘With UK flight’ price of your trip is an
element we have allowed to cover the cost of flights, which is
the difference between the ‘Land Only’ and the ‘With UK
flights’ prices. This element is for a changeable, economy
ticket on flights between LONDON and Delhi, using an
airline that, in our experience, offers the best combination of
cost, routing, flexibility and baggage allowance. It is stated in
good faith and is based on research and costs in previous
years, but is subject to change. The domestic flights between
Delhi and Leh are included as part of the Land Only price.

Clients who have booked a flight inclusive package will be
met on arrival and transferred to the first hotel. If you have
booked your own flights you need to make your way to the
rendezvous shown below. If your arrival time is close to the
group flights, then we will be happy for you to share our
transport.

The rendezvous for this trip is the ARRIVALS HALL AT
DELHI AIRPORT mid-morning on Day 2, or the hotel in
Delhi if you arrive separately.

Return flights can be booked to depart anytime on Day 20, or
later if you wish to extend your stay.

PLEASE ENSURE YOU DO NOT PURCHASE YOUR
INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL (FLIGHTS OR OTHER)
UNTIL WE HAVE GUARANTEED YOUR TRIP IS
RUNNING.
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STOK KANGRI ITINERARY

No Day, Today we... We stay at... Accommodation Meals...
1 Sat Fly Plane Plane
2 Sun Arrive Delhi Delhi Hotel
3 Mon Fly to Leh Leh (3500m) Hotel B
4 Tue Visit sites around Leh Leh (3500m) Hotel B
5 Wed Trek day 1 Rumbak (3800m) Camp BLD
6 Thu Trek day 2 Ganda La base (4500m) Camp BLD
7 Fri Trek day 3 Skiu (3400m) Camp BLD
8 Sat Trek day 4 Markha (3850m) Camp BLD
9 Sun Trek day 6 Hankar(3935m) Camp BLD

10 Mon Trek day 7 Tatchungtse (4300m) Camp BLD
11 Tue Trek day 8 Nimaling (4750m) Camp BLD
12 Wed Trek day 9 Chuskyurmo (3800m) Camp BLD
13 Thu Trek day 10 Shang Po (4300m) Camp BLD
14 Fri Trek day 11 MathoPhu (4300m) Camp BLD
15 Sat Trek day 12 Base Camp (4900m) Camp BLD
16 Sun Summit Day Base Camp (4900m) Camp BLD
17 Mon Return to Leh Leh(3500m) Hotel BL
18 Tue Spare day Leh(3500m) Hotel B
19 Wed Fly to Delhi Delhi Hotel B
20 Thu Fly home Home Own bed!

Days 1 and 2Depart UK, arriving Delhi the following morning.
Transfer to hotel. The rest of the day is free to relax and recover
from the flight or for individual exploration of Delhi.

Day 3 In the early morning we transfer to the domestic terminal
for the highly spectacular flight over the Himalaya to Leh. The
rest of the day is free to relax and acclimatise to the altitude
(3500m).

Day 4 Today we will have an acclimatisation walk round the Leh
valley visiting the Old Royal Palace, the Tsemo Monastery, and
the recently built Japanese Peace Pagoda. This huge stupa
overlooks Leh and we have stunning views of the town and the
Stok range of mountains across the valley.

Day 5 We drivefrom Leh to Jinchen, or as far as the road
conditions allow!We trek through the Jinchen Gorge to Rumbak
village.2 to 5 hours walking (depends on road condition)

Day 6 We carry on up the main valley to a watermill and a
bridge, which we cross. The trail ascends the valley gradually
and when the valley splits we take the right hand fork up past the
one house village of Yurutse. We camp just past Yurutse at the
base of the Ganda La. 4 to 7 hours walking.

Day 7 A long day today as we cross our first pass. As we zig-zag
upwards the views become more and more spectacular. Behind
us Stok Kangri dominates the skyline. Finally we reach the top of
the Ganda La (4900m) decked with colourful prayer flags and the
views are worth all the effort. Ahead is the Zanskar Range and
behind are the Stok Mountains. The descent to Shingo is easy.
Beyond Shingo the trail takes us through a spectacular gorge with
beautifully coloured and eroded rocks. We continue down the
gorge all the way to the small hamlet of Skiu (3400m), where we
camp by the river. 6 to 8 hours walking.

Day 8 A fairly long, but easy walk today, as we trek along the
valley to Markha. The terrain along the valley is not demanding
so there is plenty of opportunity to admire the magnificent
scenery.The trail crosses the Markha River a few times and
although bridges have been built there may be some paddling
involved. A mediaeval fort silhouetted on the hillside tells us that
we have almost reached Markha. 7 to 8 hours walking.

Days 9 and 10Two short days where we continue up the valley
viaHankar, where there are more impressive fort ruins and a
small gompa, to Tatchungtse. We may be lucky and see wild
sheep high up on the grazing areas above the campsite. 2 to 4
hours walkingeach day.

Day 11A short walk today to Nimaling. We should have the
afternoon in Nimaling where we can walk up on the hills behind
camp towards Kang Yangtse to aid acclimatisation. 2 to 6 hours
walking.

Day 12 Trek to Chuskyurmo via Kongmaru La (5200m) and the
Shang gorge. Kongmaru La offers good views of the peaks from
the surrounding mountain ranges, including the Indus valley
down below and the Kangyatse group of peaks. 5 to 6 hours
walking

Days 13 to 15. Leaving the main trekking route we head back
parallel to the Markha valley for three days crossing the Shang
La (4950m) and the Stok La (4900m) to the Stok Kangri base
camp. 6 hours walking per day

Day 16 Today we summit Stok Kangri (6123m) and return to
base camp. We walk across the lower slopes (usually scree but
can be snow covered) to reach a spur that leads up to the snow-
capped summit via some easy scrambling. 10 to 13 hours
walking

Day 17 A four hour trek takes us down to Stok village.  We then
drive back to Leh after visiting the Stok Royal Palace, the
residency of the Royal Family of Ladakh since they lost their
power to the Dogra Army of Jammu and Kashmir in the 1920s. 4
hours walking.

Day 18 Reserve summit day, time to explore more of Leh or take
an optional jeep trip to the 'highest motorable road in the world'
(slightly dubious claim!), the Khardung La (claimed to be
5600m) with the possibility to descend 42km back to Leh on a
mountain bike!

Day 19 We fly from Leh to Delhi. The rest of the day is free for
individual sightseeing in Delhi

Day 20 Departure flight back to home.


